BM!S' Guide on How to Order a Suit
Have you ever wanted to get your own custom made character by Barking Mad! Suits? Well here is a
step by step guide on how to make that happen!
I take in a select amount of commissions per opening so I am not overwhelmed with commissions. I
make a post on my social media sites (Twitter, Instagram, and FA) stating when I open and when I
close, how many slots I will be taking, etc.
I usually open twice to three times a year for custom slot commissions, and sometimes I will host
auctions for a ready made fursuit or design. Keep an eye out on my social media pages to see exactly
when I will open so you are fully prepared!

Step 1: Character Concept
First and most importantly is having the proper references and artwork for your costume design!
Even if you’re just getting a simple head to a full digitigrade costume, I need to know what you want.

Here is a perfect example of what will work!
As you can see, all of the markings are clear, it shows at least three sides of the character, and is in an
easy and clear digital format. This is exactly what I need for your commission! If you are ever
confused, please feel free to contact me and I can assist in making the perfect reference sheet.

Step 2: Send in a Quote!
When I open for quotes, I will send out a link to a form to fill out with all of the necessary information
needed to give you an exact price and due date estimate. The quote form is in a very easy and user
friendly layout.
Once I receive your quote, I will look over it, and give you a price via email, and we can further discuss
your costume.
Sending in a quote it does NOT mean I will start making your costume. This is just to let you know
how much it will cost, and hammer out details on what I can make, as well as other details such as
completion times, payment plans and options. Remember, quotes can change depending on a number of
factors. I get dozens of quotes every opening, I can't possibly take on all of them! Please be sure that
you are 100% financially capable of paying for a fursuit before taking on the commission.

Step 3: Finalizing your Commission
So you’ve got your quote and details finalized! You decide to choose BM!S to create your character.
YAY!
First see if I am currently open to take in available commissions on the quote page. If I am not, hold on
tight and wait for my next opening. I am only one person, not a machine!
I select the projects I would like to make, so there is a chance you may not get selected immediately.
Some projects would not best suit my style or I would recommend a different maker to do a better job
bringing your character to life.
Let me know when you are ready to go forward once accepted.
My payments are very flexible. We can work out a payment plan that works best for you, or all of the
payment straightforward! Just keep me in the loop. The longer it takes for you to complete your
payments, the longer you will have to wait for your costume.
I will start construction once the suit is at least 80% paid off.

Step 4: The Wait and Preparation
Now that you have set in your deposit or full payment, it’s time to wait for the product completion.
Depending on what type of commission you have ordered, it may take as little as 3 months or more. I
am a very busy person, I will do my best to have your costume to you as soon as I possibly can!
If you have commissioned a full suit, you will need to make a Duct Tape Dummy (DTD).
This will help make the costume fit to your body type. I work off the DTD as a template. Remember a
good DTD will make a good fitting body. If you rush and make one that is not so good(tight, bent
limbs, or falling apart) I cannot guarantee a proper body fit. I no longer build feetpaws on shoe bases

anymore, so please keep this in mind while ordering.
Here is a wonderful video tutorial on how to make the perfect DTD. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qClXNQifwCQ
If your weight is due to change please make the DTD close to your costume completion time.
I will need the DTD at the latest 2 months before the completion estimate.
I will also ask for measurements for specific parts during the completion of your fursuit. This can
include your foot size in inches, measurements of your fingers and hands, wrists, head, etc.

Step 5: Construction of your Costume
Your DTD, measurements, and payments are all in and ready to go! Now the construction stage begins.
Since I take in 10-12 costumes every few months or so, it’ll be worked on throughout the months. I will
provide a few work in progress photos if I have questions on design approval. Typically I work fast
when I get down on a certain task. Please remember I am an artist, not a machine. Some things do take
time and others are second nature to produce. I try my best to balance artistic abilities with construction
methods.
I may contact you for approval of fur and fabric if you have special colors mainly regarding natural
pallets or red colors. I use a large variety of different furs. Please keep in mind not all fur and fabric
colors are available and I will try my best to match.
For best results, make a bullet point of important features you have mentioned in previous emails. This
will prevent mistakes and clear details.
EXAMPLE:
· 4 fingered puffy paw style
· whiskers
· fur accents on elbows
· lots of teeth
· angry expression

Step 6:Shipping
Yay! Your furry character is created and ready to go home with you! Provide me with your shipping
address to receive your critter.
I ship international. Each continent varies on shipping, by now we have already discussed shipping
costs. I calculate your shipping cost through an online calculator, once I find the price I request it to be
sent to me. I then purchase the label and tape it to the box your critter is in.
United States shipping will be through United States Postal Service, FedEx or UPS. I will tell you
which one I used beforehand.
International will be through United States Postal Service. This can arrive from 1 week to 3 weeks.

This varies on your country’s custom regulations. I have no power on the package once it arrives in
your country.
I HIGHLY suggest paying extra for insurance on the package. It would be an absolute travesty if the
package was lost in transit with no way to reimburse you.
Congratulations, your furry critter has arrived at their forever home with you!

